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A Health Center Update & Discussion Hosted by OPCA
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AGENDA

• Welcome and Overview
• Connecting as a Community
• Emergency Reporting
  » Notification to OPCA – new form on OPCA Website
• Wildfire Resources
  » New OPCA website
• Advocacy and Policy Support
• Open Space Discussion
  » Facilitated Dialogue
Connecting as a Community

• Human Check-In: How are you feeling?
• Top three words
• Menti.com: 97 72 37 1
OPCA Emergency Reporting

• HRSA’s Emergency Reporting Expectation
  » Has been rolled out and addressed through the OPCA Operations Peer group

• Making the process simple for you
  » New Survey Form on our website to share clinic closures and other impacts from the wildfires
Wildfire Resources

• OPCA Web page with links
  https://www.orpca.org/chc/operations/oregon-wildfires
• Direct Relief
  https://www.directrelief.org/emergency/wildfire/
• Local and Tribal Emergency Managers
Advocacy and Policy Support

• **Federal Emergency Declaration** - September 10
  » Clackamas, Douglas, Jackson, Jefferson, Klamath, Lane, Lincoln, Linn, Marion, Tillamook and Washington counties

• Governor issued **Executive Order 20-42** to prevent price gouging for supplies and services related to wildfires

• **QUESTION**: Are the wildfires impacting access to COVID-19 testing?
Open Space Discussion
Open Space Questions

• What are you worried about right now? In the coming weeks?
• What do you want to know about how other health centers are handling wildfires?
• How can OPCA support you right now and in recovery phase?
Reflecting on our Strengths

• What has been positive or what surprised you over the weekend?

• What acts of heroism have you witnessed?

• What strengths have you seen in your community?